UX/UI Design Internship (FATUX2702)

Apply here

Role

This is a fantastic opportunity for an energetic, creative, talented UI/UX Designer with some front-end development knowledge to gain valuable experience with this growing digital marketing agency. Mentored throughout, you will assist in the development of desktop and mobile web interfaces to improve the user experience on their international clients’ websites. For the selected candidate, working in this fast-paced environment will give you a great work and learning experience, invaluable for your future career prospects.

Tasks

- Coming up with new and innovative ideas, features and solutions
- Complete assigned tasks and adhering to deadlines
- Conduct User Research, create user personas and use cases
- Designing and building functional user interfaces for desktop and mobile web applications.
- Create wireframes and mock ups based on user research
- Create low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes
- Convert prototypes to live working interfaces

Desired Skills

- Studying in a design- or psychology-related field (UI/UX Design)
- Creative conceptual thinker in visual and interactive design with good understanding of UI and UX principles
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills
- Positive attitude and a craving for excellence

It would be advantageous to possess some of the following:

- Proficient in the use of Photoshop / Illustrator
- Knowledge of HTML/CSS/JavaScript
- Knowledge of Responsive Design Practices and Mobile UX
- Interested in the latest design trends and technology
- Knowledge of Sketch / InVision / AdobeXD
- Interest in computer/console gaming

The Host Company

The host company is a rapidly expanding marketing agency dealing with mainly international companies and offering the complete package to market companies, grow their online presence and increase sales. With a focus on the health and luxury goods sectors their data driven philosophy has proved hugely successful, increasing the sales of one company by over 400% in size since last April while other people in the space have struggled to grow. With knowledgeable staff in all areas of marketing and IT, each with a unique set of specialisations they ensure clients get the best of it all under one roof. This young, forward thinking company is certainly going places.
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